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Chegg LINC Tasmania - The NIV complete concordance: the computer. Christianbook.com: New International Version Concordance: the New International Version of the Bible; it gives complete access to every word of the NIV Bible verses and studying the Bible in English, then this is the concordance for you. The Niv Complete Concordance: The Complete. - Goodreads This concordance gives complete access to every English word of the TNIV text. The Strongest NIV Exhaustive Concordance for the New International Version. The NIV complete concordance: the complete English concordance. Bible -- Concordances, English -- New international. The NIV complete concordance: the computer concordance to the New International Version / Edward W.
The title uses the word Complete, which may be a little misleading. There is a huge appendix in the back that lists the words not included. What is included is probably the best NIV reference you'll find. Read more. One person found this helpful. I am so happy to finally have a concordance for my little NIV bible. I would recommend this book for everyone who needs one. It is a good one.

A Bible concordance is an alphabetical listings of words and phrases found in the Holy Bible and shows where the terms occur throughout all books of Scripture. With cross-references for verses, concordances make it easy to understand the meaning of terms and the context in which those words are used. Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance is the most widely known and popular and includes Greek and Hebrew dictionaries for a better understanding of the original meaning. Naves Topical Bible consists of 20,000+ topics and subtopics, and 100,000 references to the Scriptures. Strong's Exhaustive Concordance. The Strong's Exhaustive Concordance is the most complete, easy-to-use, and understandable concordance for studying the original languages of the Bible. The New International Version (NIV) is an English translation of the Bible first published in 1978 by Biblica (formerly the International Bible Society). The NIV was published to meet the need for a modern translation done by Bible scholars using the earliest, highest quality manuscripts available. Of equal importance was that the Bible be expressed in broadly understood modern English.
Aggregate reviews and ratings of Old and New Testament Bible commentaries. The NIV Complete Concordance: The Complete English Concordance to the New International Version Edward W. Goodrick and John R. Kohlenberger. Book Details. Book Information. A word index arranged alphabetically to which are added context and location for every appearance of the word. Over 12,800 words are indexed covering every major word (and many minor words) of the NIV text. Pages: 1044 Publisher: Zondervan Published: 1981 ISBN-10: 0310436508 ISBN-13: 9780310436508. The Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible, generally known as Strong’s Concordance, is a Bible concordance, an index of every word in the King James Version (KJV), constructed under the direction of James Strong. Strong first published his Concordance in 1890, while professor of exegetical theology at Drew Theological Seminary. The purpose of Strong’s Concordance is not to provide content or commentary about the Bible, but to provide an index to the Bible. This allows the reader to find words where they